
DevOps
Changing the way you deliver software



Who is this guy?

 John O’Bryant

 Director of Application Development at HealtheSystems

 IT and Test Automation for over 17 years

 Focus on building automated test suites and leadership roles

 My vision at work: “I want to lead change and elevate quality within our company by 
inspiring, helping and preparing others”

 We manage the cost and utilization of pharmacy and ancillary medical benefits for 
workers’ compensation insurance payers and ensure that injured worker patients 
receive the most appropriate care and treatment.

To simplify complexities for each customer
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What is DevOps?

An approach, culture, philosophy, or movement aimed at improving

 Collaboration

 Communication

 Integration

Between Dev and Ops to deliver better software, faster

Deliver High Quality Working Software Faster



What is DevOps?

 Agile changes the way you plan, DevOps changes the way you deliver

 Apply agile principles to the planning process and use DevOps to address the 

basic principle of being able to economically release smaller batches of 

changes on a more frequent basis.

 If your development processes don’t allow you to economically release small 

batches of new functionality, then you are not able to realize the full benefits 

of software.  You also lose the benefits of receiving rapid feedback from your 

customers or market to see if the new capabilities are meeting expectations 

and understand outcomes to inform next steps.



CD (Continuous Delivery)

 Delivery Pipeline

 Continuous Integration

 Scripted Environments

 Scripted Deployment

 Evolutionary Database Design

 Manage DB changes to ensure that schema changes won’t break your application, 
tools that puts the DB under revision control and can automatically update the DB 
in any environment to a desired version or configuration.

 Test Automation

 Orchestrator

 Tool that coordinates all of the automation
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IDEA DEV BUILD

TEST DEPLOY

STAGE

DEPLOY

PROD MONITOR

PERFORMANCE

UAT

DEPLOY



Delivery Pipeline

 How many manual steps are there along the way?

 How often does code flow through your pipeline?

 How often do you deploy to production?

 How much could be automated and made repeatable to speed that pipeline 

up?

 How much does it cost to move through the pipeline?

 What tools are being used throughout your pipeline?

 Testing tools, deployment tools, development tools, etc.



Where to start?

 Start your focus on improving the build and integration process because this is 

where you will get the best improvement for productivity.
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Infrastructure as Code

 Treat all aspects of the software development process with the same rigor as 

application code.

 Process for creating environments

 Deploying Code

 Managing Databases

 Automate this process, document and track it in a Source Code Management 

(SCM) tool just like application code

 Creates a common definition of an environment across your enterprise (DEV, 

QA, Stage, Production)

 Increases communication with development and operation, they need to 

collaborate on a common script for making changes to the infrastructure



Infrastructure as Code

 SCM is designed to make it easy to track any and all changes automatically

 You can look at a server and see exactly what was changed by who and when

 Combined with automated testing that can tell you when a system started 

failing, you can quickly get to the change that caused the problem

 This gets easier when the cycle time between releases gets smaller and the 

amount of changes is limited between each release



Automate your testing

 Manual tests are time consuming, expensive and not repeatable

 Time it takes to run through a full manual test cycle:

 Delays feedback to developers

 Slower rework cycles

 Reduces the flow through delivery pipeline

 Manual tests causes you to batch features into major releases, which slows 

the flow down and makes triage much more difficult and inefficient

 Providing fast, high quality feedback helps to minimize the waste



Testing approach

 Development is going to have to modify how they write code so that 

automated testing will be stable and maintainable

 Development needs to respond to test failures and keep build stability as 

their top priority.  Testers need to increase the frequency they run tests and 

ensure testing framework is maintainable.

 Process of moving to automated tests gating code is going to be a big cultural 

shift, but is probably one of the most important steps in changing how 

software is developed

 Have a smoke test/business acceptance test to includes any defects that have 

escaped previous test cycles, constantly update this suite to have the most 

valuable and critical tests.  Don’t start other testing until these pass.





% of time manually performing tasks

Work Item High Performer Mid/Low Performer

Configuration Management 28% 47%

Testing 35% 50%

Deployment 26% 47%
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Metrics – Requirements and Planning

 What % of the organizations capacity is spent on documenting and planning

 What is the amount of requirement inventory waiting for development

 What % of requirements are reworked after originally being defined

 What % of the delivered features are being used by the customer and are 

achieving the expected business results



Metrics - Environment

 Time from environment to delivery

 How frequently new environments are required

 % of time environments need fixing before acceptance

 % of defects associated with code vs environment vs deployment vs database 

vs other at each state of the delivery pipeline



Metrics - Testing

 Time it takes to run the full set of tests

 Repeatability of the tests (false failures)

 % of defects found with unit tests, automated tests, manual tests

 Time it takes the release branch to meet production quality

 Approval times

 Batch sizes or release frequency at each stage



Metrics – Production Release

 Time and effort required to deploy and release into production

 Number of issues found during release and their source (Code, environment, 

deployment, test, data, etc)

 Issues found in production

 Time to restore service

Metrics – Operation and Monitoring
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Can your teams say…

 Information is actively sought

 Failures are learning opportunities and messengers of them are not punished

 Responsibility is shared

 Cross-functional collaboration is encouraged and rewarded

 Failure causes inquiry

 New ideas are welcomed

 Empowered

 Can-do-attitude

 Continuous learning

 Self awareness and transparency



Culture
 Create high performing cross functional teams

 Leaders

 Cultural Anchors

 Align with vision and you move them around

 Thinkers

 Handle complex issues

 Doers

 Be intentional about building a culture, otherwise something you don’t like will fill the 

void

 Set Vision, Adapt and Reiterate

 Team Cohesion: Passion, Trust, Honesty, Autonomy
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DevOps Transformation Benefits

 200x more frequent deployments

 On demand (multiple times per day) opposed to 1 per week or 1 per month

 24x faster recovery from failures

 Mean time to recover is 1 hour, where other performers are 24 hours

 3x less likely to have failure

 Downtime costs are SIGNFICANTLY lower due to this

 2555x shorter lead times

 Lead time of 1 hour compared to 1 week – 1 month



DevOps Transformation Benefits

 21% Less time spend on Unplanned Work/Rework

 44% More time on new work

 50% Less time on security issues



Leaders

 Amazon – Deploys code every 11.7 seconds

 Netflix – Deploys code thousands of times per day

 Etsy – went from 4 hour full site deployments 2/week to fully automated 

delivery pipeline that have 50 deployments per day with fewer disruptions 

than before

 Target – transformed their entire culture and powers their Cartwheel 

application and website



Great!  Let’s do it then….







CHANGE IS HARD
John O’Bryant, July 2017
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DevOps Initiatives at Healthesystems

 Platform as a Service/Infrastructure as a Service/Software as a Service

 Empower delivery teams to create their own environments and data; repeatable 
process

 Automated Test Coverage

 Emphasize the need for this on teams and to build it out

 Integration Environment

 Continuous Integration

 Automated Tests for team deployments, team tests and End to End test

 Quality Gates

 Pass Functional tests, Performance tests, Security tests

 Unit test coverage, Code quality

 Blue/Green Environments

 Allow us to test production configurations, test production deployments during the 
day and have deployments be a simple switch over to the new server



DevOps Initiatives at Healthesystems

 Steering Committee meets weekly

 Representatives from:

 IT Operations

 Application Development

 Architecture

 Reporting

 Database

 Release Engineers

 Security

 Methodology

 Embedded operation members on agile teams

 Laid out a roadmap for the initiatives
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Leading the Transformation

Starting and Scaling DevOps in the Enterprise



Gene Kim books



Conferences



Takeaways from conferences

 DevOps is no longer a fringe movement, but a competitive necessity

 Shift-Left to identify quality, performance, security issues sooner

 Optimize your culture, organization and processes for speed

 Journey

 Building and organizing the right teams

 Redesign infrastructure and code

 New skills, new tools

 Buy In



Goal Today

 Understanding of what DevOps is

 How automation and testing fit in

 What to start measuring

 Culture and Leadership needed

 Get excited about the benefits this change can provide







Questions

John O’Bryant

Director of Application Development at HealtheSystems

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnobryant

johnob12@hotmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/johnobryant
mailto:johnob12@hotmail.com

